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        FIGURE 1: Home as a Welfare Interface 









































































































































FIGURE 2: Principles of Multi-Minded systems 







































FIGURE 3: Dimensions of Choice 
FIGURE 4: Multidimensionality of multiple tendencies































nline and in real time” (2011, 46).   
FIGURE 5: Emergence from interaction of parts
  
FIGURE 6: Counter Intuitive behaviour  






















































































 research methods chosen for the project sought to generate rich qualitative insights to
FIGURE 7: Research Methods







































ty.   FIGURE 8: Example of the research project 
solution and ideation 























FIGURE 9: Illustration of difference in service proposition for entry as oppose to affordable housing PSS


























Chart 1: Housing lifecycle and changes to housing need following entry into home 
ownership point through shared ownership  




















The case study also traced changes in user aspirations and dimensions of choice—rational, 
FIGURE 10: Dimensions of Choice and Benefit 





































FIGURE 11: Dimensions of Choice and Cost 




































FIGURE 12: Design for Housing Welfare and Affordability 
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